
JRAC Proposal 
Executive Summary 

 
 

1. JRAC met recently and made a “determination of need” to recommend 5 new circuit 
judge positions.  The new positions are in the 2nd, 4th, 12th, 19th W., and 21st districts. 

 
2. The proposal suggests 3 changes to more efficiently allocate judicial resources 

throughout the state:  First, it contemplates adding the 5 new positions based on the 
JRAC finding of need; second, it redistricts 2 counties to fix 2 very low caseload districts; 
and third, it proposes elimination of 5 existing positions to correspond with open seats 
in districts with low caseloads or other compelling factors.  The proposal is intended to 
provide the General Assembly with a menu of options that would make the addition of 
the 5 badly needed new seats revenue neutral and increase the likelihood of getting 
them funded. 

 
3. The average caseload in the state was 1,484 cases per judge in 2017.  All numbers used 

herein are based on 2017 data.  Data is incomplete for the 16th district.  Districts losing 
positions will only lose a position of a retiring judge through attrition and no current 
judge who is eligible to seek reelection will be subject to losing a seat. 

 
4. With the current number of judges located where they are, the caseload per judge 

ranges from a low of 991 (493 cases BELOW the current state average) to a high of 2,255 
(771 cases ABOVE the current state average).  
CURRENT HIGH-LOW DIFFERENCE=1,264 CASES PER JUDGE DIFFERENCE 

 
5. Under the proposal, the caseload will range from a low of 1,155 (329 BELOW the current 

state average) to a high of 1,826 (342 ABOVE the current state average). 
PROPOSED HIGH-LOW DIFFERENCE=671 CASES PER JUDGE DIFFERENCE 
THE HIGH-LOW DIFFERENTIAL IS CUT ALMOST IN HALF (47% CUT) 

 
6. The caseload counts in the districts receiving new positions will change as follows: 

 District  2017  2021    Difference 
 (based on 2017 data) 

 2nd  1,811  1,660    -151 
 4th  2,086  1,826    -260 
 12th  1,915  1,642    -273 
 19th W.  1,964  1,684    -280 
 21st  2,255  1,503    -752 
 

All 5 districts receiving new positions will still be ABOVE the current state average 
caseload based on 2017 data.  All 5 are in high population growth areas and will likely be 
significantly higher in January of 2021 than the 2017 numbers reflect. 

 



 
7. The caseload counts in the districts losing current positions will change as follows: 

 District  2017  2021    Difference 
 (based on 2017 data) 

 
 1st  1,162  1,452    +290 
 6th  1,588  1,688    +100 
 10th*  1,084*  1,561*    +477* 
 11th E./W.** 1,062** 1,337**   +275** 
 

*The numbers in the 10th are based on moving Bradley County to the 13th and 
eliminating 2 current 10th circuit positions.  There is an alternative shown on the 
spreadsheet that would move Ashley instead of Bradley County. 
**The one position in the 11th E. would be eliminated, and Arkansas County would be 
absorbed by the judges in the 11th W. who would not lose a seat. 
The 1st, 10th, and 11th districts are in areas that are losing population quickly and the 
2021 numbers will likely be significantly less than the numbers based on the 2017 data.  
The 1st and 11th would remain BELOW the state average after losing a position.  The 10th 
would be 77 cases per judge above the state average with the proposed change based 
on 2017 data but would likely remain below average by the time the change takes place 
in 2021 because of continued population decline. 

 
8. The 6th (Pulaski and Perry Counties) is unique.  They would gain 100 cases per judge with 

one seat eliminated (going from 17 to 16 judges).  However, the work load per case is 
not the same in Pulaski County as it is for the rest of the state.  Pulaski County provides 
full-time attorneys to work as clerks for all judges.  So, the extra 100 cases per year per 
judge (less than 2 cases per week) would be absorbed not only by 16 judges, but also by 
16 staff attorneys.  Also, Pulaski county now has eight (8) full-time state district judges 
who can absorb more of the caseload burden than the district judges in any other 
district in the state.  Additionally, the General Assembly changed the venue statute in 
2017, which will likely result in some cases being heard in other parts of the state which 
have historically been required to be heard in Pulaski County.  Finally, population has 
been relatively stable in the 6th in recent years with Pulaski only growing 2.9% and Perry 
shrinking 0.9% between 2010 and 2017. 

 
 
 

9. The caseload counts in the districts being redistricted will change as follows: 
 District  2017  2021    Difference 

 (based on 2017 data) 
 
 9th W.  991  1,390    +399 
 13th (Bradley) 1,098  1,155    +57 
 13th (Ashley) 1,098  1,307    +209 



 
The 9th would gain Dallas County from the 13th.  The 13th would gain either Bradley or 
Ashley from the 10th.     
 

10. The information in the attached spreadsheet is divided into different data sets to make 
it easier to see.  Data sets 1 and 1A are the current districts based on 2017.  1 is listed in 
district number order and 1A is sorted from high to low caseload count.   
 
Data set 2 shows the change of only adding the 5 new positions that have been 
approved.  Data set 3 includes the 5 new positions plus the redistricting to fix the 9th E. 
and the 13th.  Data set 4 includes the 5 new positions, the redistricting, and the 
proposed elimination of 5 positions.  Data set 5 is the same as data set 4 except it would 
move Ashley, instead of Bradley, from the 10th to the 13th. 


